Thank you to all our supporters who make our work possible!

**Individuals**

$1000+
Anonymous*
Ron and Jane Cease*
Arnie and Robin Gardner
Ezra Gorman
Mark Madden
Edward Maletis
Rowena and Luke Norman*
Merrin Permut*
David Spire and Janice Simons

$500-$999
Anonymous
Steve Blixt*
Lucinda Brouwer*
Matthew French
Marianne and Jon Germond*
Judith McGee
In honor of Bev Stein
Cece Newell*
Alicia and Charles Philpot*
Tim Pitts
Ken Thrasher
In honor of Bev Stein
Patti and Stephen Whitney-Wise*

$100-$499
Allison Abraham
David Abrams
Liz Adams and Neil Clark*
In honor of Bev and George Adams
Sivasri Aditham*
Deanna Allred
Anonymous (2)
Nora Ard
Jaime Arredondo*
Steve and Abigail Bally
In honor of Ron Bally
Kathy Beck
In memory of Alison Colvin
Holly Bentley
Jon and KC Bildner
Mark Billings
Russell Bither-Terry and Lauren Kilgore*
Sally Bowman
Danielle Broderick
Tony Brown
Chris Bunch
Sandra Cahill
Chris Carlson
Christine Carpenter
Robert Cato*
Ross Charland
Ingrid Chen
Donna Ching
Jan Christenson and Richard Ukena
In honor of Patti Whitney-Wise
Jackleen de La Harpe*
Donalda Dodson*
M.Patton Echols, PC
Suzanne and Patrick Feeney*
Judi Free and Paul Hamborg
Jacob and Patricia Fried
Katie and Joe Furia
Richard George*
Ian Gordon*
Kevin Harlander
Jane Hashimawari
Janet Hawkins and Doug Rogers
Amanda Haworth
William Hunting
Noel and David Jackson
In honor of Wyatt & Charlotte
Dave Johnson*
Derek Johnson
Dolores and David Judkins
Tom Kappenberg
Howard Kenyon
Sun Kim
Carol Kirchner
Annie and Derek Kirschner*
Kat Kozitza
Olivia and Dr. Jason Kroening-Roché*
Amelia Lane
Davia Larson
Barbara and Terry Lawson
Susan Leinhart
Megan and Stephen Leisy
Toy Lim
Susan Little
Doreen Loofburrow
Sharon Magnuson*
Jonathan Malsin
Katie McRae and Roger Ikert*
Rhonda Meadows
Christina Milano
Sara Morton and Alexander Millkey
Susannah Morgan
Charlotte Navarre*
Megan and Matt Newell-Ching*
Danielle Pacquito-Cogon and Daniel Cogan
Gail Parker
Laurie Pittman
Dr. Brian Frank and Shanna Pittman-Frank*
Mary Rask
Jamie Reznick
Rachel Lowenthal and Jennifer Rose
Senator Diane Rosenbaum
Cara Rozell
Lisa Rummler
Stephanie and Thomas Semke
Kimberly Sheridan
Bruce Silverman
Carol Snead
Betsy L Steinhardt
Siobhan Daly and Dan Summerfeldt
Mary and Ernie Swartz
Katie Szrom
John Tapogna
In honor of Bev Stein
Mike Thelin
Kim Thomas and John Morrison*
Sen. Cliff and Joanne Trow
Gayle and Bob Turnage
Dave and Barbara Underriner
In honor of Bev Stein
Russell Watt*
Lawrence Weisberg
Michael Wheeler*
Joyce White
Carrie and Wayne Wilson
Frank Wu*
Maria Wulf
In honor of John Damis
Duncan Wyse
In honor of Bev Stein

**Under $100**
Bridget Abshar
Anonymous (4)
Chris, David and Douglas Baker
Rebekah Bally
In honor of Ron Cease
Katerina and Adam Pozzi Baratta*
Lynn Baratta
In memory of Gary Dean
Tasha Bartley*
Shayne Bell
Nadia Benyahich
Joanne Berdeen*
Maja Berge
Karen Berkowitz
Rachel Bernstein*
Akiko Betcher
Marie Boleen
Patricia Bollin
Rep. Suzanne Bonamici and Michael Simon
Kim and Jacob Boston
Logan Braddock
Sherron Buchheit
Patty Busse
Anne Buzzini
Adam Cabler
Rocco Cabrera
Michael Callahan
Victoria Campbell
Liz Harlan-Ferlo and Matthew Carillo
Commissioner Janet and Dee Carlson
Kathryn Carr
Barb Engelter and Jean Carufo
Lesly Sanocki and Manish Chandhok
Shelley Coffee
Morgan Cowling
Teresa Gonczy O'Rourke and Brian O'Rourke  
In memory of Anne Marie Gonczy

Giridhar Pasumamula
Shauna and Anthony Petchel
Austin Phillips
Terri Pintarelli
Kay and David Pollack
Andrew Hogan and Jimmy Radosta
Carl Rasmussen
Lesley Reid
In honor of Merrin Permut
Peggy Reuler
David and Mimo Riley
Kyle Ritchey-Noll
In honor of Bev Stein
Claudia Roberts
Jennifer Robinson
John and Ann Robinson  
In honor of Terry Robinson and in memory of Shirley Gonska
Terence Rokop
Adam Roper
In honor of Janet Geelan Thomas
Shai Rosenfeld
Melissa Rowe
In honor of Bev Stein
Jody Rutherford
Mari Ryder
Jackie Sandquist
Melissa Santos
Kristen Gallagher and Chris Sellers
Darcy Sexson
Helene Siegfried
Adam Sinnett
Sonia Sosa
Robert Spann*
Isaac and Tera Stefanek
Jonathan Strunin
Jake Sullivan
In honor of Dan and Florine Gelfer
Cheyenne Terbrueggen
William Thorndike
In honor of Bev Stein
Ellen Vollinger
Chris Walters
Ben and Mackenzie Weintraub
Sue West
Holly Williams
Patti Winter
Kendra Wissel
Rebecca Wong
Renea Wood
Sue and Jerald Woodbury
* denotes a sustaining donor

Corporate and Event Donations
Apizza Scholls
Artisan Dental Lab
Ball Corporation
Batory Foods
BioLogic Resources, LLC
Byways Cafe
Carr Wellness
Cascade International Foods, Inc.
C.H. Robinson Portland
Columbia Bank
Dear Mom Wine Company
Dunn Carney LLP
Feast Portland
Fire+Stone Restaurant
Fisher Phillips, LLP
Fred Meyer Stores
Geeks Who Drink
Grandycandy Charitable Fund
Green Zebra Grocery
HealthCo Information Systems
Heather Jones Consulting
Intel Employee Giving Match
InterGlobal Products
KH International
M Financial Group Employee Giving Match
McMenamins
Meadowlark PDX LLC
Meredith Corporation Employee Giving Match
Microsoft - Employee Giving Match
Moss Adams, LLC Employee Giving Match
Myers Container, LLC
New Seasons Market
NIKE, Inc - Employee Giving Match
Olympia Provisions
Oregon Fruit Products
Oregon Spice Company
Pacific Power Employee Giving Match
Parker, Smith and Feek
Perkins & Co
PGE Employee Giving Match
Red Sauce Pizza
Rockwell Collins
Saint Pizza Lounge + Gladstone Pizza
Schwab Charitable
Shepherd’s Grain
Silgan Containers
Steven Smith Teamaker
The Greenbrier Companies
The Oregonian / Oregon Media Group
Think Real Estate
TIC Gums
Flying Pie Pizzeria
Vogelsang USA Ltd.
Ward Insurance
Westmark Industries
Willamette Valley Vineyards
Xocolatl De David

In Kind Donors
180 (Chesa)
Alma Chocolate
Ataula
Partners for a Hunger-Free Oregon
Board of Directors (as of February 2018)

Rowena Norman, Board Chair Feeding America | Robert Cato, Vice Chair Zenger Farms
Arnie Gardner, Treasurer Nike | Liz Adams, PhD, RD OHSU School of Public Health & Preventative Medicine | Donalda Dodson Oregon Child Development Coalition | Brian Frank, MD Oregon Health Sciences University | Andrew Hogan Street Roots | Jacqueline Leung Micronesian Islander Community
Suzanne K. McLemore Cambia Health Solutions | Merrin Permut Legacy Health Partners
Rabia (Ruby) Shirazi (re)solution lab | Sue Woodbury Women Infants and Children Program